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Abstract 
Differences in the characteristics of executive members can have a significant impact on 
corporate strategic decisions. This paper explores the impact of social classification-
based executive team fracture zones on strategic change based on higher echelon theory 
and principal-agent theory, using A-share listed companies in Shanghai and Shenzhen 
from 2015-2019 as a research sample. Executive incentives were also incorporated into 
the research framework to explore the moderating effect of different types of incentive 
contracts on the relationship between socially categorised fracture zones in executive 
teams and strategic change. The study finds that there is an inverted U-shaped non-
linear relationship between the socially categorised fracture zones of executive teams 
and strategic change; equity incentives positively reinforce the inverted U-shaped 
relationship; while compensation incentives negatively inhibit the inverted U-shaped 
relationship. These findings have implications for the implementation of strategic 
change, the building of executive teams and the improvement of incentive mechanisms. 
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1. Introduction 

China is currently undergoing a major transformation and change in the context of economic 
restructuring and upgrading and deepening market-oriented reforms, and the level of 
uncertainty faced by enterprises has increased significantly. The changing environment is 
forcing some companies to converge in terms of resource allocation and operational strategies, 
choosing to follow the mainstream industry strategy [1]. The mainstream industry strategy can 
help them gain legitimacy and avoid greater risks. However, if a company is tempted to imitate 
the industry's mainstream strategy, it may develop an inertia to resist changes in the 
environment, i.e. "core rigidity". This core rigidity can lead to reduced arbitrage, a lack of 
competitive advantage and the threat of mediocre performance [2]. In this situation, to escape 
from the threat and achieve superior returns, companies need to learn to use their strengths 
and adopt a strategy that is different from the prevailing industry trend, i.e. strategic change[3]. 
Strategic change is a double-edged sword for companies, with the potential to bring both 
greater benefits and greater risks [4]. Therefore, a more in-depth study of the factors 
influencing strategic change is needed to help companies better understand which factors may 
have an impact on strategic change and to improve the effectiveness of their measures. 
Existing research on the factors influencing strategic change has focused on three levels: 
organisational, team and individual. At the organisational level, Haynes(2010)examined the 
impact of board capital breadth and depth on strategic change[5].Zhou(2015)explored the 
mechanism of corporate development dilemmas on strategic change[6] . At the team level, 
Zhong Xi(2019) and Pan Zhen (2019)examined the impact of team member tenure and female 
executive groups on strategic change[7-8]. geletkanyez et al. explored the impact of extra-
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industrial cross-border behaviour of executive teams on strategic change from the perspective 
of cross-border behaviour[9]. At the individual level, Wowak(2016) examines the association 
between charismatic CEOs and strategic change[10]. Zhao Jing(2015), on the other hand, 
analysed the impact of heir legitimacy on strategic change in family firms, based on family 
firms[11]. The analysis found that although existing research is rich, there is still more room to 
explore the impact of decision-making group behaviour on[12]. 
According to the higher echelon theory, differences in the demographic characteristics of the 
executive team, as the body responsible for business decisions, can have a significant impact on 
strategy selection and formulation [13]. Previous research on executive team heterogeneity has 
been conducted using a single statistical indicator, with positive and negative findings leading 
to limited interpretation. Lau(1998) suggest that the use of fracture zones, which are 
aggregated by multiple demographic characteristics of the executive team, can effectively 
overcome the disadvantages of a single statistical indicator[14]. The theory suggests that in the 
process of division of labour and collaboration, executive teams seek "their own people" and 
interact with each other based on gender, age and educational background, constituting 
"cliques" and "cliques" on a behavioural basis. "This constitutes a behavioural 'clique', a 
'coterie', a geographical fracture zone, or an executive team fracture zone [15-16]. Research has 
confirmed that the existence of executive team fracture zones can have a significant impact on 
corporate output and strategic decisions [17-18]. However, how do socially categorised 
fracture zones, based on the interaction of physiological characteristics of executive members, 
affect strategic change? There is little literature to answer this question. 
In addition, principal-agent theory suggests that in the current operational structure of 
separation of powers, executive members, as 'agents' of the company, do not always share the 
same interests as shareholders and need to be incentivised to regulate the legitimacy of their 
behaviour[19]. However, different types of incentive contracts can lead to different preferences 
for risk acceptance and profit trade-offs in executive decision-making, affecting their level of 
risk-taking and willingness to implement change [20]. Therefore, following this logic, this paper 
explores the impact of socially categorised fracture zones in executive teams on strategic 
change, based on higher echelon theory and principal-agent theory, and incorporates executive 
incentives into the research framework, dividing them into equity incentives and compensation 
incentives based on existing research. It has both theoretical and practical implications. 

2. Theoretical Analysis and Hypothesis Formulation 

2.1. Social Classification Fracture Zones and Strategic Change in the Executive 
Team 

Social identity theory states that during intergroup interactions, executive team members 
search for 'one of their own' based on gender, age, nationality and other attributes. The social 
categorisation fracture zone refers to the illusory segmentation of the executive team into sub-
teams based on these dominant demographic characteristics. Most previous research has 
ignored the possibility of a non-linear relationship between social categorisation fractures and 
strategic change, which does not allow for a deeper understanding of their intrinsic relevance. 
This paper argues that there is a 'double-edged' impact on strategic change, i.e. the possibility 
of a non-linear relationship between the two. 
When the level of social categorisation fracture zones is low, the executive team as a whole is 
in a state of 'idleness'. The level of emotional awareness within the subgroup is low, the 
boundaries between them are not yet clear, the psychological safety afforded to employees is 
limited and a great deal of differentiated information is scattered among individuals and cannot 
be integrated into effective decision-making resources[21]. With a low level of interactive 
memory, insufficient collection of diverse information and limited collision of innovative ideas, 
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the executive team is prone to "blind convergence" to reduce the risk of decision making and to 
explore strategic change due to rational constraints. 
However, when the level of the social classification fault zone rises to a certain level, the 
boundaries between subgroups gradually become clearer and communication collisions 
gradually increase. At this point there is conflict and disagreement within the team, but because 
the fault lines are moderately strong, the groups are not completely antagonistic and there is 
room for communication and coordination. And this moderate collision will bring healthy 
debate to the business and increase the overall creativity of decision making [22]. Furthermore, 
the presence of moderate horizontal fault zones maintains heterogeneity and stability within 
the team, increasing the flexibility of thinking and decision-making perspectives of the 
executive team. This not only facilitates the identification of new opportunities and 
technologies, but also, to a certain extent, increases the confidence in decision-making and 
motivates the willingness to engage in risky change. Finally, the relative stability of subgroups 
creates a psychologically secure atmosphere for internal members, who are more willing to 
express different opinions, thereby creating diverse cognitive resources that tend to increase 
the willingness of executive teams to seek and consider new strategic options. 
However, there are limits to the positive effects of socially categorised fracture zones in 
executive teams on strategic change. When the level of fracture zones is too high, it can cause 
more conflict than is desirable, affecting the balance of internal dynamics, leading to 
confrontation between sub-teams and putting the company in a difficult position of "meeting 
but not deciding, deciding but not doing". On the one hand, this consumes a lot of time and 
energy of the executive members to resolve conflicts and create compromise behaviour; on the 
other hand, it accelerates the fragmentation of the executive team and undermines internal 
learning. At the same time, the presence of excessive levels of fracture zones can reinforce 
group bias, creating a 'halo effect' and a 'cognitive divide'. Individual members may perceive 
their group as more value-based and less likely to engage in strategic change discussions when 
their innovative ideas are not recognised [23]. Accordingly, the following hypothesis is 
formulated. 
H1: There is an inverted U-shaped relationship between the social classification fracture zones 
of the executive team and strategic change. 

2.2. Equity Incentives, Social Classification Fracture Zones for Executive Teams 
and Strategic Change 

According to principal-agent theory, the choice of incentive contracts plays a key role in the 
behaviour of executives in a separation-of-powers structure. Drawing on existing research, this 
paper classifies incentive contracts into equity incentives and compensation incentives in order 
to explore the moderating effects of different types of incentive contracts in more detail. 
By creating an environment within the firm that influences the interactions between members 
of various subgroups, equity incentives can have an impact on the relationship between socially 
categorised fault zones in executive teams and strategic change. For example, Homan 
(2008)found that giving the executive team some equity incentives helped to reduce the 
negative effects of group bias and antagonism in the fracture zone, and that this moderating 
effect increased with the level of equity incentives, leading to the development of a consistent 
team identity across subgroups[24]. 
As a long-term incentive, the equity incentive is essentially a risk incentive, which, by 
transferring part of the shareholders' residual claim to the manager, gives the manager a dual 
role as owner and operator[20]. On the one hand, it changes the reward and risk function of 
executives, making it compatible with shareholders' incentives and increasing their willingness 
to engage in risk-based change; on the other hand, it links executives' income to the long-term 
value of the company, shifting their attention from the "you-us" internal dichotomy to the long-
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term value of the company. This will not only facilitate internal learning and interaction, but 
will also help to improve the long-term value of the company[25]. This not only facilitates 
internal learning and interactive memory, but also reduces intergroup rivalry and encourages 
members to cooperate across fracture zones. Furthermore, executive shareholding in a 
company is perceived by external investors as a signal of good work, creating a 'reputation 
effect' that reinforces a 'face-saving culture' among executives[19]. In order to maintain their 
professional image and the sustainability of the company, executive members will take care to 
avoid extreme conflicts. Accordingly, the following hypothesis is formulated. 
H2: Equity incentives will positively moderate the inverted U-shaped relationship between the 
social classification fault zone of the executive team and strategic change. 

2.3. Compensation Incentives, Social Classification Fracture Zones for 
Executive Teams and Strategic Change 

Another more typical form of incentive contract is the compensation incentive. As a short-term 
incentive, the manager's rewards are primarily tied to the business performance of the 
company at the moment. This can induce opportunistic behaviour in terms of exploratory 
activity investment, risk-taking and trade-offs between self-interest and a tendency for 
executives to focus on solutions that are more likely to deliver performance in the short term 
rather than other more risky or time-consuming transformational solutions. At this point, even 
if the sub-teams have bold and innovative ideas, their decision-making behaviour will gradually 
tend to be conservative due to risk aversion. For example, Zhu Jinwei (2014) found that pay 
incentives can lead to pay disparities, exacerbate conflict within teams and affect executive 
effort[26]. Li Duangsheng (2019) found that pay incentives can exacerbate the negative effects 
of gender heterogeneity in executive teams on corporate strategy[27]. 
The executive team, as the decision-making group of the company, is responsible for corporate 
performance and strategic success or failure. Secondly, research has found that pay incentives 
are sticky and can reduce the risk-taking tendencies of managers. When executives are re-
elected for longer periods, higher monetary compensation drives them to think in terms of 
'creditors' and reduces their willingness to implement strategic change. Finally, the law of 
diminishing margins states that as executive pay increases, the income effect outweighs the 
substitution effect and the pay gap can exacerbate conflict between subgroups [28]. Disgruntled 
members will reduce their work effort and treat internal learning and interactive memory 
behaviour negatively. Accordingly, the following hypotheses are formulated. 
H3: Compensation incentives negatively moderate the inverted U-shaped relationship between 
the social classification fault zone of the executive team and strategic change. 

3. Materials and Methods  

3.1. Sample Selection and Data Sources 
This paper selects A-share listed companies in Shanghai and Shenzhen during 2015-2019 as 
the research sample and treats the sample as follows: (1) the financial sector sample is excluded 
from this study because the financial sector has a special balance sheet; (2) the ST category and 
ST* category sample is excluded; (3) the sample with too much missing data and less than four 
executives is excluded; (4) the research During the window period, the sample companies did 
not undergo mergers, asset restructuring, special treatment, etc. The relevant data in this paper 
are obtained from the CSMAR database. The variables were also subjected to a 1% tailing 
process in order to eliminate the effect of extreme values. 
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3.2. Variable Definition and Measurement 
(1) Explanatory variable: Strategic change (DS). In this paper, the following six indicators are 
used to measure strategic change, following the practice of Yin Zhiping(2016)[4]. (1) 
Calculation methods: 1) Calculate the six indicators of each company by year; 2) Subtract the 
values of these six indicators from the industry average for each company to obtain the 
difference; 3) Divide the difference by the standard deviation and take the absolute value to 
obtain the degree of deviation of each company from the industry average in these six 
indicators; 4) Take the standardised average of these six indicators as the data of strategic 
change, which is DS. 
(2) Explanatory variables: Executive team social classification fracture bands (BDF) To 
measure the social classification fracture zone of the executive team, this paper draws on the 
research results of domestic and international scholars and uses age and gender to measure the 
fracture zone. Also drawing on the research results of Pan Zhen (2019) and others[8], this paper 
defines members of the executive team as board members, board secretaries, general managers, 
deputy general managers, chief economists, directors and other managers. 
Most current measures of team fracture zones are based on the "dichotomous model" proposed 
by Lau et al, which considers only the case where a fracture zone splits the executive team into 
two sub-teams of no less than two people. The formula is as follows. 
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(3) Moderating variable: Incentives. The two most common contractual models of incentives 
are Stock and Wage. Drawing on the research findings of Wang Zhanjie (2019) [28], this paper 
measures equity incentive (Stock) as the proportion of shares held by executives to the total 
number of shares in the company, and compensation incentive (Wage) as the natural logarithm 
of the total annual salary of executives. 
(4) Control variables: Drawing on Richard (2019)[22],this paper uses return on assets (Roa), 
firm size (Size), firm growth (Growth), equity balance (Bshare), year (Year Dummy) and 
industry (Indus Dummy) as control variables. 

3.3. Model Construction 
The following three models are constructed. Considering that there may be a lag in the impact 
of the social classification fracture zone of the executive team on strategic change, and to avoid 
the impact of endogeneity issues, this paper treats the social classification fracture zone of the 
executive team as well as the squared term with a one-period lag, as follows. 
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Model (1) was used to test the inverted U-shaped relationship between the social classification 
fracture zones of the executive team and strategic change. The DS represents strategic change 
and the BDF represents the fracture zone in the social classification of the executive team. 
Model (2)(3) is used to test the moderating effect of equity incentives and compensation 
incentives. Where Stock stands for equity incentives and Wage stands for compensation 
incentives. 

4. Results of the Empirical Analysis 

4.1. Descriptive Statistics 
Table 1 reports the results of descriptive statistics for each variable. The table shows that the 
mean value of DS is 0.300, the minimum value is 0.040 and the maximum value is 1.530, 
reflecting the low and uneven level of implementation of strategic change in the sample 
companies, with some companies being too conformist. the mean value of BDF reaches 0.650, 
indicating that the strength of the social classification fracture zones of the executive teams of 
the sample companies is at a high level, and the minimum value (0.200) and the maximum value 
(The difference between the minimum (0.200) and maximum (0.970) is large, reflecting the 
large differences in gender and age among the executive teams. In addition, the Stock mean is 
only 0.026, indicating that the overall executive shareholding ratio of the sample companies is 
low, and the minimum value is 0.000, also reflecting that some listed companies do not 
implement equity incentives for their executive teams. In terms of the level of remuneration 
incentives, the standard deviation reaches 0.658, which in turn reflects the large disparity in 
the remuneration packages of executives in different sample companies. 
 

Table 1. Descriptive statistics results 
Variable name mean sd min median max 

DS 0.300 0.270 0 .040 0.250 1.530 

BDF 0.650 0.130 0.200 0.660 0.970 

BDF2 0.440 0.160 0.040 0.440 0.940 

Stock 0.026 0.139 0.000 0.024 0.745 

Wage 14.121 0.658 11.362 14.633 17.459 

Growth 0.160 0.480 -0.490 0.070 3.220 

Roa 0.030 0.050 -0.170 0.030 0.200 

Size 23.532 1.238 21.472 23.159 28.691 

Bshare 0.900 0.800 0.040 0.680 4.060 

4.2. Relevance Analysis 
Table 2 reports the matrix of Person correlation coefficients between the variables. The table 
shows that there is a positive correlation between the primary term of the social classification 
break band of the executive team and strategic change and a negative correlation between the 
secondary term and strategic change. In addition, among the correlation coefficients between 
the explanatory variables and the main variables, the correlation coefficients between the 
variables were below 0.5, except for the correlation coefficient between the secondary term of 
the social classification fracture zone of the executive team and its primary term which reached 
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0.990. and the maximum value was 1.86 and the mean value was 1.30 after the variance 
inflation factor (VIF) test, ruling out the possibility of serious multicollinearity between the 
variables. 
 

Table 2. Person correlation coefficient matrix 
 DS BDF BDF2 Wage Stock Growth Roa Size Bshare 

DS 1         

BDF 0.001 1        

BDF2 -0.004 0.990 1       

Wage -0.213 0.020 0.026 1      

Stock 0.031 -0.017 -0.018 -0.063 1     

Growth -0.064 0.020 0.025 -0.034 0.464 1    

Roa -0.122 0.028 0.034 0.386 -0.001 0.213 1   

Size -0.084 0.051 0.045 -0.057 0.082 -0.029 -0.111 1  

Bshare -0.034 0.035 0.033 0.078 0.047 0.104 0.023 -0.477 1 

4.3. Regression Analysis 
As the panel data used for the econometric analysis in this paper, after passing the Hausman 
test and F-test beforehand, the fixed effects model was chosen in this paper, and year and 
industry dummy variables were added to the model to form a two-way fixed effects model. The 
results of the empirical tests are shown in Table 3. Model (1) is the regression result including 
only the control variables. Model (2) shows that the linear relationship between the two does 
not hold. Model (3) adds the quadratic term of the social classification fracture zone of the 
executive team to model (2). The empirical results show that the correlation coefficient of the 
primary term of the social classification fracture zone of the executive team is 0.795, which is 
significant at the 5% level; the coefficient of the secondary term of the social classification 
fracture zone of the executive team is (-0.603), which is also significant at the 5% level, 
indicating that there is a non-linear relationship between the social classification fracture zone 
of the executive team and organisational strategic change, and hypothesis 1 has been initially 
tested. 
In order to further determine whether the inverted U-shaped relationship holds, this paper 
goes a step deeper by using the method proposed by Haans (2016)[29]. Firstly, at the far left 
end of the range of values for the social classification fracture zone of the executive team, 

Low21 2 BDF  is 0.427 and at the far right end of the range, igh21 2 HBDF  is (-0.332). The 
slopes at the sample boundaries are of opposite sign and both pass the significance test, 
indicating that the two ends of the curve are steep enough. Secondly, the test curve inflection 
point BDF = 0.66, which is within the range of values for the social classification break zone of 
the executive team, satisfies the conditions for the inverted U-shaped relationship proposed by 
Haans(2016) to hold. The results of the above analysis indicate that the inverted U-shaped 
relationship between the social classification fracture zone of the executive team and 
organisational strategic change is valid. At the same time, in order to verify whether the primary 
and secondary terms of the social classification fracture zone of the executive team have the 
possibility of being zero at the same time, this paper conducted a joint effect test, and the results 
showed that F=6.930, p=0.022, which excluded the hypothesis that the primary and secondary 
terms of the social classification fracture zone of the executive team are zero at the 5% level. 
Hypothesis 1 was argued. 
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In addition, in order to rule out the possibility of an S-shaped curve, model (6) is added to this 
paper, and the cubic term of the social classification fracture zone of the executive team is added 
to test on the basis of model (3). The empirical results show that the coefficient of the BDF cubic 
term is positive but not significant, ruling out the possibility of the existence of an S-shaped 
curve. 
 

Table 3. Results of the empirical tests 
Models (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

BDF  0.042 
(1.54) 

0.795** 
(2.50) 

0.712** 
(2.69) 

0.524* 
(2.16) 

3.768** 
(3.24) 

BDF2   -0.603** 
(-2.48) 

-0.470* 
(-2.32) 

-0.368* 
(-1.91) 

-5.955* 
(-2.38) 

Growth -0.002 (-0.53) -0.003 
(-0.54) 

-0.002 
(-0.53) 

-0.026**  
(-3.44 ) 

-0.005 
(-0.99) 

-0.014** 
(-3.41) 

Roa  -0.065*** (-4.13) -0.066*** 
(-4.22) 

-0.066*** 
(-4.33) 

-0.073***  
(-3.53) 

0.001 
(0.12) 

-0.903** 
(-3.65) 

Size  -0.411*** (-12.16) -0.413*** 
(-12.15) 

-0.414*** 
(-12.23) 

-0.361*** 
(-5.52) 

-0.385*** 
(-10.90) 

0.010 
(0.08) 

Bshare  -0.052** (-3.22) -0.053** 
(-3.26) 

-0.055*** 
(-3.56) 

-0.043** 
(-2.93) 

-0.047*** 
(-4.06) 

0.022 
(1.37) 

Stock    -4.859***  
(-4.17) 

  

Stock_BDF    12.950***  
(4.12) 

  

Stock_BDF2    -9.037***  
(-3.64) 

  

Wage     0.129** 
(2.34) 

 

Wage_BDF     -3.091*** 
(-3.67) 

 

Wage_BDF2     5.424*** 
(3.45) 

 

BDF3      3.065 
(1.95) 

Constant  0.485*** (24.70) 0.458*** 
(15.78) 

0.235* 
(2.31) 

0.602*** 
(4.42) 

0.568*** 
(11.36)  

-0.470** 
(-2.88) 

Year Control Control Control Control Control Control 
Industries Control Control Control Control Control Control 

N 1545 1545 1545 1545 1545 1545 
F-test (joint significant) 

 
  F=6.930 

P=0.022 
   

LowBDF21 2 
 

  0.427   
P= 0.064 

   

igh21 2 HBDF 
 

  -0.332  
P= 0.076  

   

F  53.84*** 62.97*** 62.44*** 60.97*** 87.57*** 23.31*** 
2   0.017   0.019   0.032   0.040  0.049 0.027 

Note: * p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01, t-values in brackets 
 

Model (4) adds equity incentives (Stock) as a moderating variable to model (3). The results 
show that the primary term coefficient of BDF is 0.712, which is significant at the 5% level; the 
secondary term coefficient is (-0.470), which is significant at the 10% level; the coefficient of 
Stock_BDF2 is (-9.037), which is significant at the 1% level, and the sign of this interaction term 
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coefficient is the same as the sign of the quadratic term coefficient of the social categorical 
fracture zone of the executive team, indicating that equity incentive will have a positive effect 
on the social The coefficient of this interaction term is the same as the coefficient of the 
quadratic term of the categorical fracture zone, indicating that equity incentives positively 
reinforce the inverted U-shaped relationship between categorical fracture zone and strategic 
change. Hypothesis 2 was tested. 
Model (5) then examines the contextual effect of pay incentives (Wage) based on model (3). 
The results show that the BDF primary term coefficient is 0.524 and the secondary term 
coefficient is (-0.368), both significant at the 10% level; the Wage_BDF2 correlation coefficient 
is 5.424, significant at the 1% level, and the sign of the Wage_BDF2 interaction term is opposite 
to the sign of the quadratic term coefficient of the executive team's social classification fracture 
zone, indicating that as the level of pay incentives increases, the executive team The inverted 
U-shaped relationship between social categorical fault bands and organisational strategic 
change is weakened as the level of pay incentives increases. Hypothesis 3 was tested. 

4.4. Robustness Tests 
Table 4. Robustness tests 

Models (1) (2) (4) (5) 

BDF 0.022 
(0.73) 

0.743* 
(2.18) 

0.790** 
(3.51) 

0.517* 
(2.09) 

BDF2  -0.577* 
(-2.20) 

-0.543** 
(-2.96) 

-0.382* 
(-2.14) 

Growth -0.000 
(-0.29)  

-0.029** 
(-3.14) 

0.000 
(1.15) 

-0.030** 
(-3.12) 

Roa -0.066*** 
(-4.48) 

-0.066*** 
(-4.59) 

-0.011*** 
(-5.29) 

0.063*** 
(4.29) 

Size  -0.410*** 
(-9.23) 

-0.410*** 
(-9.14) 

-0.323*** 
(-6.10) 

-0.386*** 
(-7.06) 

Bshare -0.048** 
(-3.14) 

-0.047** 
(-3.39) 

-0.044*** 
(-5.96) 

-0.041** 
(-3.39) 

Stock   -0.418*** 
(-13.20) 

 

Stock_BDF   2.211*** 
(4.26) 

 

Stock_BDF2   -4.704*** 
(-4.90) 

 

Wage    0.158* 
(2.27) 

Wage_BDF    -3.002** 
(-3.35) 

Wage_BDF2    5.456** 
(2.79) 

Constant 0.477*** 
(23.67) 

0.264** 
(2.63) 

0.432*** 
(22.91) 

0.621*** 
(10.50) 

Year Control Control Control Control 

Industries Control Control Control Control 

N 1545 1545 1545 1545 

F   95.30*** 75.43*** 64.50*** 80.52*** 

2  0.026   0.029   0.042 0.059 

Note: * p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01, t-values in parentheses 
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In order to ensure the reliability of the empirical results, this paper follows Yin Zhiping’s (2016) 
approach and chooses to exclude the two dimensions of market input and R&D input from the 
strategic differences to conduct robustness tests[4]. The results of the empirical tests are shown 
in Table 4, and the findings are generally consistent with Table3, indicating that changing the 
measurement of the main variables does not affect the conclusions of this paper. 

5. Conclusion 

This paper analyses the impact of the social classification fracture zone of the executive team 
on strategic change and the moderating effect of equity incentive and compensation incentive 
based on the higher echelon theory and principal-agent theory, and obtains the following 
conclusions: (1) There is an inverted U-shaped non-linear relationship between the social 
classification fracture zone of the executive team and strategic change, i.e. the social 
classification fracture zone of the executive team has a "double-edged ". (2) Equity incentives 
promote incentive compatibility between executives and shareholders and increase their 
willingness to change riskily, while diverting team attention and facilitating information 
interaction and integration. Equity incentives will thus have a positive effect on the inverted U-
shaped relationship between the social classification fault zone of the executive team and 
strategic change. (3) Compensation incentives can weaken executives' risk-taking tendencies, 
reduce their willingness to make efforts to implement strategic change, and increase team 
conflict between subgroups. This has a negative effect on the inverted U-shaped relationship 
between the socially categorised fracture zones of executive teams and strategic change. 
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